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Builders’ Merchants News is the leading business
and marketing publication for UK builders’
merchants. With over 40 years’ experience
bringing the industry the latest news, views and
opinions, BMN helps enable merchants to grow
and develop their businesses.
BMN’s editorial focuses on the top news stories
and industry challenges. It looks at the issues
merchants face and guides on best practice within
the sector. BMN covers a large variety of product
areas from lightside to heavyside, transport to
green energy efficiency and always keeps readers
up to date of new legislation and regulations.
OUR READERS
BMN is read by the UK merchant sector, from
Owners, Chairmen and Managing Directors
through to branch management level, covering
all of the key decision makers. BMN is read by
independent and national UK merchants who
want to keep abreast of issues, whether that be in
print, online or via the BMN weekly e-newsletter.
BMN’s regularly updated social media platforms
mean that all channels of information are covered
providing a full package for merchants.
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“I don’t do a lot
of reading however one
thing I do read cover to cover
is the BMN. Its breadth of news and
articles covering the building industry is
excellent. Many people believe the building
industry to be traditional and slow moving
however after reading any publication of
the BMN it is clear it is far from this. The
BMN manage to showcase the industry and
all that is good, moving, changing and
innovative. The BMN provides useful and
thought provoking articles that help me
challenge the way I operate and run
Bradfords.”
David Young, Group CEO
Bradfords

INDUSTRY PARTNERS
BMN is the 2022 Media Partner for the NMBS
and the official publication for the Worshipful
Company of Builders’ Merchants. BMN also
partners with IBC, h&b and the IPG on special
projects. BMN will once again work closely with
the BMF, of which BMN are service members.
BMN produce a number of exclusive supplements
for the BMF and work together on key projects
such as the Top 100 Merchant Influencers. The
BMF will continue to be a partner of the Builders’
Merchants Awards produced by BMN and now in
their 21st year. The close association that BMN has
with these partners evidences that BMN is the key
publication for the industry.

“The BMN
publication delivers a
great monthly snapshot of the
current market place with very
readable content. It provides a good
balance over the construction supply
chain and offers a beneficial mix on
current trending material within the
industry.”
Paul Bence, Managing Director
George Bence Group
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7,062

CIRCULATION

CIRCULATION

(average per issue)

CIRCULATION BY JOB TITLE

1,196

Director, owner

175

Manager, area

2,066

Manager, branch

148

Manager, buyer

43

Manager, trade counter

544

Manager, sales

415

Manager, other

309

Other

AGE OF SOURCE CONTROLLED
REQUESTS
12%
0-1 Years
19%
1-2 Years
31%
2-3 Years
35%
3-4 Years
3%
4-5 Years

*ABC data July 2020 – June 2021
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Builders’ Merchants
News is audited by
the Audit Bureau of
Circulation (ABC).
Its strictly controlled
and daily updated
circulation is sent to
over 7,000 people
involved in the builders’
merchant market.

2022 FEATURE LIST
JANUARY

JUNE

Editorial Copy Deadline: 20 December 2021
» Adhesives, Sealants, Paints, and Woodcare
» Information Technology
» Roofing and Insulation
» Workwear and Tools
» Irish Supplement

Editorial Copy Deadline: 26 May 2022
» Adhesives, Sealants, Paints, and Woodcare
» Bricks, Blocks, Lintels, Cement, and Aggregates
» Health and Safely
» 2022 NMBS Conference Guide
JULY/AUGUST

FEBRUARY

Editorial Copy Deadline: 31 January 2022
» Transport, Storage, and Display
» Floors, Doors, Windows, and Security
» Heating
» Landscaping and Gardening
» 	20th Builders’ Merchants Awards Winners
Brochure
MARCH

Editorial Copy Deadline: 28 February 2022
» Bricks, Blocks, Lintels, Cement, and Aggregates
» Timber and Joinery
» Drainage and Water Management
» Drylining, Plaster, and Plasterboard
» Sustainability Supplement
APRIL

Editorial Copy Deadline: 28 March 2022
» Plumbing
» Information Technology
» Roofing & Insulation
» Renewables
» 	2022 Builders’ Merchants Awards Launch
Brochure
MAY

Editorial Copy Deadline: 29 April 2022		
» Kitchens & Bathrooms
» Fasteners & Fixings
» Repair, Maintenance & Improvement
» Recruitment
» 	Top 100 Merchant Influencers Brochure
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Editorial Copy Deadline: 18 July 2022		
» Drylining, Plaster & Plasterboard
» Information Technology
» Landscaping & Gardening
» Roofing & Insulation
» NMBS 2022 Conference Review
SEPTEMBER

Editorial Copy Deadline: 26 August 2022
» Heating
» Timber & Joinery
» Transport, Storage & Display
» Drainage and Water Management
OCTOBER

Editorial Copy Deadline: 26 September 2022
» Adhesives, Sealants, Paints & Woodcare
» Information Technology
» Plumbing
» Floors, Doors, Windows, and Security
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER

Editorial Copy Deadline: 21 November 2022 		
» Kitchens & Bathrooms
» Fasteners & Fixings
» Sustainability
» Training
» 	2022 Builders’ Merchants Awards Winners
Brochure
» 2023 Year Planner
JANUARY 2023

Editorial Copy Deadline: 20 December 2022
» A Year in Merchanting Supplement
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DISPLAY RATES &
MECHANICAL DATA
All measurements height x width (mm)
DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD
Type
Trim
Bleed

Printed on heavier grade
paper than the usual pages
of BMN, advertising space
includes the front cover, inside
front cover, inside back cover
and outside back cover
(4pp in total).

£1,575

155 x 225
167 x 245
173 x 251

BM

INSIDE FRONT GATEFOLD

N

£5,500

£1,575

Advertising space includes
the inside front cover
opening to a double page
spread (3 pp in total).

318 x 110
340 x 120
346 x 126

QUARTER PAGE (PORTRAIT)
Type

£916

150 x 110
BM

QUARTER PAGE (HORIZONTAL)
Type
Trim
Bleed

Type

5

£916

BELLYBAND WITH DPS
£5,050

INSERTS
£2,678

BMN

£ PRICE ON REQUEST
Price dependent on size and
weight.

30 x 215

FRONT COVER EARPIECE

N

Bellyband stuck to a double
page spread in the centre
of BMN. This allows the
magazine to open to the
DPS without removing the
bellyband.

318 x 52.5
340 x 62.5
346 x 68.5

FRONT COVER STRIP ADVERT
Type

£916

75 x 225
87 x 245
93 x 251

QUARTER PAGE (VERTICAL)
Type
Trim
Bleed

£6,000

318 x 225
340 x 245
346 x 251

HALF PAGE (VERTICAL)
Type
Trim
Bleed

WRAPAROUND COVER
BM
BMN N

£2,678

HALF PAGE (HORIZONTAL)
Type
Trim
Bleed

SPECIAL POSITIONS: PRINT

318 x 470
340 x 490
346 x 496

FULL PAGE
Type
Trim
Bleed

£4,727

£500

43 x 50
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DIGITAL ADVERTISING OPTIONS
E-NEWSLETTER ADVERTISING

BMN WEBSITE
www.buildersmerchantsnews.co.uk is the key
website for finding up-to-date information on
the builders’ merchant sector. The website is an
excellent tool for breaking news, to launch new
products and promoting sales messages to the
merchant sector.
Rollover the rectangles below to see them in situ:
Leaderboard: 728 (w) x 90 (h) pixels
£1,500 per month
MPU: 300 (w) x 250 (h) pixels
£1,250 per month

Every week Builders’ Merchants News produces
a weekly e-newsletter delivering up-to-date news
and information straight to registered recipients’
inboxes. There are advertising options available
providing a great way to reach merchants while
they are reading their weekly update.
Leaderboard: 650 (w) x 80 (h) px:
£1,500 per month
MPU: 300 (w) x 250 (h) pixels:
£1,250 per month

Skyscrapers: 130 (w) x 600 (h) pixels
£1,500 per month
Skyscraper Bookends: 130 (w) x 600 (h)
pixels x 2
£2,500 per month

SOLUS E-SHOTS
A solus branded e-shot (BMN logo embedded in
copy) sent to the BMN weekly enewsletter data
list.
£1,500
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CLASSIFIED & RECRUITMENT ADVERTISING
SHOWCASE

Showcase n

January 2022

The classified Showcase section is for the promotion
of products and promotional literature. Each panel
consists of 100 words, image and contact details.
A longer entry also appears online under the
Showcase tab on the BMN website.
Cost: £175
(Online only: £100)

Designed for
performance

From neglected bungalow
to forever home

The Revolution 2 GTX hi-tech,
lightweight construction is a giant
leap forward from the look and feel of
ordinary safety shoes. It combines a
high-performance blend of ergonomic
design, athletic comfort and S3
protection.
The waterproof GORE-TEX® upper
delivers constant dryness while the
locking drawstring ensures the shoe
fits like a glove. Combined with its
E-TPU midsole and the ‘bounce back’
technology, foot and knee fatigue after

When Mark and Jayne Holdsworth
bought a neglected 1960’s bungalow
in Leeds, they could already envisage a
fantastic forever home. The extension
programme comprises demolition
and renovation stages as the couple
reconfigure their home and construct
a three-storey extension.
Predictably, there have already
been challenges and, with the
building situated on a steep slope,
the floors needed to be installed to
take the levels of the house up before

Snickers Workwear
Climate Control Baselayer Underwear
The Snickers Workwear Baselayer
clothing for professional tradesmen
and women uses high-tech breathable
fabrics for ventilation and body
moisture transport for sustainable
warmth and comfort.
The Base-, Mid- and Toplayer
clothing combines to keep you
working dry, warm and comfortable
wherever you are on site.
With sustainability at the forefront
of Snickers Workwear’s clothing

a hard day’s work could be a thing of
the past.
The New Revolution 2 GTX is
more than just a market-leading safety
trainer, it’s a workmate that will keep
your feet fresh, safe and dry.
www.solidgearfootwear.com

Turn up the music

philosophy,
garments
are available
in recycled
polyester
and merino
wool as well
as the 37.5®
technology
ventilating
fabric to
suit different types of work in a
variety of cold and wet weather
conditions.

Makita UK has expanded its
accessories range with two new radios.
The DMR301 and MR007G are the
perfect job site companions – as well
as outstanding output, they have also
been designed to withstand tough
site conditions. Even better still,
the DMR301 can be used to charge
Makita’s LXT and CXT batteries for
added on site efficiency.
The new DMR301 DAB/DAB+ Job
Site Radio is compatible with both
LXT and CXT batteries and is the first
job site radio in Makita’s line-up to

www.snickersworkwear.co.uk

A stable flooring
solution

IDS expands
wallpanelling portfolio

The Malmo™ Freedom stickdown
luxury vinyl tile (LVT) flooring range
is an ideal choice in kitchens and
open plan living spaces thanks to its
ability to withstand the weight of
heavy objects without experiencing
expansion or contraction.
Due to the flooring being fully
adhered to the subfloor, Malmo™
stickdown offers a higher degree
of stability compared to rigid click
installations, creating complete
freedom for application in any

BerryAlloc® Wall & Water is the
latest addition to IDS’s bathroom
wallpanelling portfolio and will be
exclusively available through their
nationwide branches with ex-stock
delivery.
Ten contemporary tile designs
have been selected for the UK market,
offering customers wider choice in
popular tile designs with the ease of
installation that bathroom panelling
offers. The range complements IDS’s
Showerwall and Panelstyle collections

Powernetic Flushing
champion BoilerMag
Specialising in the power flushing
of domestic and light commercial
heating systems within Basingstoke
and surrounding areas, Powernetic
Flushing has given its support to the
BoilerMag Domestic filter as the top
choice for protecting water quality and
maintaining clean systems.
Luke Herbert, Principal Plumbing
and Heating Engineer at Powernetic
Flushing, launched the company after
spending time at the multinational
energy company SSE as a technical gas

environment whether residential
or commercial. The flooring is
particularly ideal for kitchen
renovations as it can be pre-installed
prior to heavy items being placed on
top without risk of movement.
www.malmoflooring.com

Gainsborough relaunches
with new SLIM electric
shower range

engineer. Having
performed
power flushing
within the
capacity of
his previous
role, Luke has
garnered a
passion for the
benefits of the process used within
domestic heating systems, such as
enabling faster heating radiators,
quieter boilers, more reliable systems,
and increasing boiler life.

British shower specialist Gainsborough
has relaunched in the UK with a new
line-up of nine electric shower models,
and a complete rebranding across its
entire shower range.
Offering outstanding value, the
Gainsborough SLIM Mono and Duo
collection comprises:
• Gainsborough SLIM Mono 8.5kw
and 9.5kw in Polar White with 3
power settings
• Gainsborough SLIM Duo 8.5kw,

www.boilermag.com

making the building watertight.
Builders’ merchant Howarth Timber
recommended West Fraser’s CaberDek
and the results spoke for themselves.
The boards with their peelable film
were used to create the kitchen floor
on the first-floor extension and on the
entire second floor.
uk.westfraser.com

offer battery
charging
(when
powered by
the mains
using an AC
adaptor).
The
MR007G DAB/DAB+ radio is now
available in a special edition red finish.
The MR007G is compatible with
Makita’s LXT, XGT and CXT batteries
and can also be mains powered using
an AC adaptor jack.
www.makitauk.com

giving customers over 150 decors to
choose from.
The high-pressure laminate
waterproof wallpanelling range
includes 10 realistic tile effect decors
in five different tile sizes.
www.idsurfaces.co.uk

9.5kw and 10.5kw in
Polar White with 3
power settings and
multi-mode spray
head
• Gainsborough SLIM
Duo 8.5kw and 9.5kw
in Piano Black with
3 power settings,
multi-mode spray head and soap dish
• Gainsborough SLIM Duo 8.5kw and
9.5kw in Titanium Grey with 3 power
settings, multi-mode spray head and
soap dish.
www.gainsboroughshowers.co.uk
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RECRUITMENT ADVERTS
n Recruitment

The Recruitment section of BMN is the perfect
place to recruit new staff as they are reading the
magazine. The online Recruitment page of the BMN
website is perfect to catch those who are actively
looking for a new role.

September 2021

BMF LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

The BMF is the leading Industry Trade association that represents and protects the interests of Builders
Merchants and Suppliers to the Merchanting industry. Membership has grown considerably over the last
9 years and we now represent over 750 Member companies who have sales approaching £38 billion per
annum and employ 206,000 people in the Building Materials Industry.
This new position, reporting directly to the Chief Executive Officer, is head office (Coventry) based and the
prime responsibilities of the role are:
• To promote training, upskilling and learning services to BMF members.
• To analyse and understand members’ needs.
• To advise on funding opportunities and preparing bespoke packages.
We are looking for a person of a graduate calibre with Education or similar training and knowledge to take
on the new role of Learning and Development Manager. The aim is to promote and develop the BMF’s
training portfolio and apprenticeships for our members.
The role will require travel to Members premises, the BMF London office and to other major Industry
events throughout the UK.
To be successful in this role you will need to have experience in a related role and experience
within the construction industry and/or membership organisations.
Salary is negotiable and will be dependent on commercial experience.
Please send a covering letter and your CV to Richard Ellithorne,
Membership Services Director at Richard.ellithorne@bmf.org.uk

INTRODUCING THE NEW

Full Page:

£2,500

Half Page:

£1,400

Quarter Page:

£750

Online Listing:

£250

SRS RECRUITMENT
WEBSITE

VISIT
WWW.SRSUK.COM
FOR VACANCIES IN THE CONSTRUCTION
PRODUCTS
DUCTS SECTOR
SEC

Or contact us on 01234 826450 for more information
42

Job of the Week Enewsletter Promotion
+£150 per week

2023 YEAR PLANNER
The BMN Year Planner provides
the perfect opportunity to have
your sales message in front of
merchants all-year-round.
Cost: £730 per panel,
£2 per day!

7
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BMN PRESENTS

BMN Presents Is a perfect way to get a unique message out to the industry across all formats, print,
online and via social media. Each BMN presents video is an interview with Tim Wood, via a virtual
platform that is then embedded into the digital version of BMN, within your print or advertorial page.
The interview with Tim Wood is a brilliant way to introduce a new product, or big event such a name
change or new company launch. The package includes a 5 question edited video, two short teasers to
use across social media, a full page print advertisement, full coverage on the BMN website, and coverage
across all of BMN’s social media platforms.
https://www.buildersmerchantsnews.co.uk/BMN-presents-Mannok/50589
Cost: £2,995

ROUND TABLE DEBATES
n

Builders’ Merchants News/Bristan round table

November/December 2020

Builders’ Merchants News/Bristan round table

November/December 2020

n

“The key to our whole industry
is talking to each other”
Builders’ Merchants News and Bristan, the UK’s largest supplier of showers, taps and bathroom accessories,
jointly hosted a virtual round table on 10 November 2020 to discuss the ongoing issues faced by builders’
merchants and construction materials suppliers as they strive to keep the UK merchant sector on track
throughout the Coronavirus pandemic. BMN editor, Tim Wood, who chaired the event, reports.

W

hen Builders’
Merchants News
teamed up with SRS
Recruitment Services to commission a
survey about how the merchant sector
was coping with Coronavirus, the
responses were positive and the overall
feeling was that the sector has the
capability to stand strong during such
unprecedented times.
That particular survey was carried
out in early summer, so some four
months later, the first question up for
discussion is: Is the merchant sector
still coping well with the pandemic?
Newcomb, who admitted he was
always an optimist, backed up his
positivity by revealing that September’s
BMBI sales figures will be up 8.5% on
last year.
“Having attended a number of
virtual regional meetings, merchants
were almost embarrassed to say how
good business is right now as October
and November have followed on from
September,” he said. “Considering
where we were in April when the
market was down just under 80% it
is an incredible turnaround. We have
ridden this crisis very well as a sector.”
Harrison agreed that “despite
having to work everything out

The panel:
• Ian Hansell, Vice
President of Sales, Bristan
• Gareth Griffiths, Sales
Director, Bristan
• John Newcomb, CEO,
Builders Merchants
Federation
• Robin Beal, Chairman,
The IPG
• Andrew Harrison, CEO,
Plumbing and Heating
Division of Travis Perkins
• Ken Beney, Managing
Director, Fayers Plumbing
& Building Supplies
• Stewart Pierce, Managing
Director, AVS Fencing
Supplies
• Paul Bullivant,
Commercial Director,
Howarth Timber &
Building Supplies
Hosted by Tim Wood, Editor,
Builders’ Merchants News

ourselves as to how to cope as an
industry” it is remarkable what has
been achieved. “Merchants have been
keeping the population warm, dry and
safe with a roof over their heads, while
battling a virus which at the time we
knew nothing about,” he said. “The
whole industry deserves a gong and we
should all be very proud.”
Pierce, however, sounded a note
of caution and said there is a need to
rationalise how well the industry has
done. “The original lockdown began in
an amazing spring, lots of people were
on furlough, laying patios, putting
fences up,” he said. “You tend not to
lay a patio or put up a fence every
year and the year after, or put in a
bathroom.”
So, what are the challenges of a
second national lockdown and how
does it compare to the first?
Hansell believes the difference is
that everybody is ready for it. “The fact
that our customers’ customers have
been allowed to operate in consumers’
houses has led to significantly more
clarity and we are seeing increased
demand compared to the first time
around,” he said.

250-300 calls from members within
48 hours, “most of which were asking
should we stay open or close, you tell
us”.
That was a major challenge, he
said, as was a massive decrease in
revenue from training. “Our revenue
has dropped by close to £0.5 million
in the past six months,” he said. “How
do you manage your business when
your revenue drops off a cliff like that,
but you still need to offer support and
service to your membership?”
For Bullivant, product availability,
complacency about health and
wellbeing and the issue of handling
outbreaks when they pop up in your
branch were the main challenges.
Like Bullivant, Harrison revealed
that Travis Perkins had first-hand
experience of the effects of a positive
test for Covid. “It is having a major
impact on branch life. That team has
to protect themselves, we have to go
and clean that branch and we have to
find a new crew to man the branch,”
he said.
Harrison had also seen a rise in
accidents in the business within
heavyside and timber operations.
“We have had to pick every brick and
block, no customers have been allowed
to pick their own orders and teams
working in our yards have worked
considerably harder, more physically.
Our challenge is keeping people safe,
especially as we enter the winter
where yards are wet, dark and cold.”

More clarity
from government

Pierce agreed there has been more
clarity. “The lockdown hasn’t been
as restraining second time round as
the Government has been clear that
construction can stay open,” he said.
Harrison believes there are
winners and losers dependent upon
which part of the sector you serve.
“Those that have been servicing local
customers and those that have a
pretty large percentage of DIY within
their business have all fared pretty
well following the original lockdown,
while the specialist merchants, such
as those involved in infrastructure
and on bigger commercial projects,
are not finding life so easy,” he said. “I
think it is important that we don’t over
generalise the market.”
Harrison added that the role the
BMF has played is phenomenal. “If
any merchant ever questioned what
the role of the BMF is, this year has
answered that in spades for smaller
and larger members across the
spectrum, as well as suppliers.”
Newcomb responded by saying that
following the first announcement of
a lockdown by Boris Johnson, he took

Faster on our feet

Pierce referenced two previous
challenges, the early 90s recession and
three day working week. “But we are
much faster on our feet and the digital
side of things has been a saviour for
the industry and we have adapted very
well with that,” he said.
For Beney, there were three
challenges: “Cash flow, but we saw
cash coming through from our
customers; people watching news
panicking and asking how long are
we going to be off work and then
trying to get them back to work after
opening up; and suppliers taking the
opportunity to furlough huge amounts
of their staff which left it difficult to
get deliveries to our customers.”
Everyone on the panel has
experienced specific problems, but
have any seen any benefits for the
sector because of the pandemic?

Newcomb cited the image and
the reputation of the industry, with
construction now used as an example
internally with Government as to how
a sector has adapted and responded to
change. “The respect we have within
The Department for Business, Energy
& Industrial Strategy and within other
Government circles has moved to a
different level,” he said.
For Hansell, it is the way people
have really stepped up and step
changed their performances to ensure
customers get what they want when
they want it.
“Our Warehouse Manager and one
of his operatives came in and opened
the warehouse on a Sunday because
we had an order arrive on the Friday
afternoon for a Nightingale hospital,”
he said. “They came in, picked it,
packed it and delivered it over a
weekend. They did not need to do that,
but they wanted to. They went that
extra mile, which to me is incredible.”
Beale has been impressed by the
way e-Commerce has evolved. “If
someone had said a year ago that we
would be having this zoom call, those
of us here would have probably said
would we?” he said.
“It was coming, but it was trickling
down the pipeline. It has been
massively accelerated and while none
of us what to celebrate a pandemic
there have been some really good
things to come out of it.”
Bullivant agreed: “Everybody
adopting video conferencing very
quickly allows quick, short sharp
meetings more often and this has
streamlined efficiency.”
Griffiths added: “The use of
technology has improved the way our
field sales team has worked together
and their relationships with our
internal departments.”

The rapid rise
in technology

Pierce wanted to offer a different spin
on the rapid rise in technology.
“The one saying always attributed
to this particular industry is people do
business with people,” he said. “We are
losing connectivity between teams,
meaning there is not the normal vibe
for information exchange through
conversation or relationship building
over the years.
“I am not advocating that we go
back into this industry’s massive social

events calendar, but ultimately we
are losing contact between suppliers,
merchants, and our own customers.
There is always a balance in everything
we do, but I feel we are just out of that
balance right now.”
The relationship between
suppliers and manufacturers during
the pandemic was the next topic for
discussion.
Beney admitted the relationship
between Fayers and many of its
suppliers was much better. “We knew
that we would be seeing a massive
decline in purchases for a number of
months, so we spoke to our suppliers
about how we can work through it and
lessen the pain,” he said.
“It was quite refreshing as to how
many of them wanted us to work
with them as a group to realign our
budgetary targets, how we can put
promotions in place and to ensure that
you have got supply. It has actually
made it easier to negotiate for next
year.”
Newcomb believes the relationship
between the two has certainly changed
over the past seven months.
“If I look back to April, I was getting
a lot of calls from some very upset
suppliers who said the relationship
would never be the same,” he said.
“We have moved on and people
have forgotten that, but I do remember
in the height of this storm some of
those suppliers who were desperately
concerned that they wouldn’t be paid
or their payments would be deferred.
Many merchants were also worried
they would not be paid by customers.
“We have had to go through some
pain and misery to get to where we
are now, but there was some really
hairy things going on in terms of the
relationship between the two.”
Hansell said: “There were some
early challenges around payments but
we ironed those out pretty quickly with
individual businesses and we came
up with payment plans that suited all
parties.
“Coronavirus has challenged the
relationship between the suppliers and
merchants - particularly at the front
end of our businesses and with regards
to sales people and how we get the
message across to branches around
added value of products and features
and benefits - so we are investing in
new platforms to get those messages
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n Ian Hansell.

n Paul Bullivant.

n Gareth Griffiths.

n Stewart Pierce.

n John Newcomb.

n Ken Beney

n Tim Wood.

n Robin Beal.

n Andew Harrison.

huffing and puffing earlier in the year
but as soon as a nice little order is in
the offing that will all get forgotten
pretty quickly. We should not kid
ourselves that the world is going to
change because it is not.
“We have done a good job not only
with suppliers but with customers and
our own people. We ended up with
three distinct groups of colleagues;
those in their normal place of work;
those working from home; and those
who were furloughed. We had to
try and find ways to keep people in
touch, motivated and engaged within
these groups, plus customers, plus
suppliers, so that is the importance of
communicating and treating suppliers
with respect. The key to our whole
industry is talking to each other.”
Pierce believes the word going
forward for sales forces is opportunity.
“Face-to-face contact is still going
to be required and I can see smaller
independents either maintaining or
actually starting their own external
sales force. I think it is more difficult
to maintain for the nationals, but I do
believe independents will strike out

across.”
The next question was how will
suppliers and manufacturers work
together in the future?
Hansell countered that with a
question of his own. How do we
work together to ensure all the new
products, all the new technologies,
all the new training opportunities we
offer continue to flow throughout our
relationship in the future?
For Griffiths, the future is going to
be all about balancing the use of new
technology because zoom and video
conferencing will not be the answer to
everything.
“We are still very much a face-toface industry and people still want to
see that replicated,” he said. “Video
conferencing will help us but it is not
the entire answer. Ninety five per cent
of the calls made by my teams since
they came back to work are made on
the phone so the challenge is how
we maintain the relationships with
our merchant customers without
necessarily being able to see them faceto-face.”
Harrison said: “There was a lot of

on that particular issue and re-enforce
their sales forces as an avenue into the
marketplace.”

Regular engagement
with customers

So with no live events to attend for the
near future and face-to-face meetings
much reduced, how could the sector
ensure there is regular engagement
with customers?
Newcomb cited September’s BMF
Members Day as an example of a
typical event hit by the pandemic.
“It was very successful, successful
in terms of the fact that there were 188
people on that call,” he said. “Was it as
good as a normal face-to-face Members
Day? No. And, would I choose an event
like that over a face-to-face? Never.
“It’s all the meetings outside the
formal event that you miss, at the
bar, over a coffee. That is where the
real business is done. The next BMF
Conference is sold out, just eight weeks
after we launched it, which shows the
industry is desperate for a live event.
“I believe live events will come back
around May or June next year. I do
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Round Table Debates are an unrivalled opportunity to sit down with your customers (and potential
customers) to talk about a variety of topics and gain knowledge of views in the industry. A Round Table
Debate can cover any relevant topic such as IT, Heavyside, COVID or Brexit, for example. BMN will work
with each sponsor to hand pick the right selection of industry people that will encourage a good debate.
Delegates are invited to the debate by BMN. The debate is hosted by Tim Wood (BMN Editor) and can
be either a live event with lunch and networking, or a virtual event. The debate is written up on a double
page spread within BMN and it is promoted via the BMN website and social media channels.
Cost: £4,500
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BM AWARDS
Builders’ Merchants

awards

“BMN celebrates the
best of the building materials
industry through the Builders’
Merchants Awards and we are extremely
proud to be their longstanding partner. Like
the the BMF, the Awards promote excellence
in materials supply. This supportive ethos
runs through the publication year-round,
making it an essential journal for the
whole industry.”
John Newcomb, Chief Executive
Builders Merchants Federation

The Builders’ Merchants Awards are the key
all-industry event of the year gathering
merchants and suppliers together to celebrate
their hard work and achievement throughout
the year.
The Awards are seen as the pinnacle event of the
merchant year, where winning an award is highly
coveted and the diverse range of award categories
reflects the dynamic nature of our industry.
The Builders’ Merchants Awards are judged by
a panel of independent industry experts who
have vast experience and extensive knowledge
of the builders’ merchants sector and the wider
construction industry.
The Builders’ Merchants Awards are THE Industry
Awards so get involved with the celebration of
your industry.
Sponsorship opportunities are available and
include full category sponsorship, or support
sponsorship options.
Visit the awards website at
www.merchants-awards.co.uk

“The BMN awards are an
established and very integral
part of recognising excellence
within the builders merchants industry
at both a company and individual level.
The entries are always of the highest class,
with some amazing ideas and examples of
great customer service. At NMBS we are
proud to support such a worthwhile initiative
and look forward to congratulating all the
winners for 2021.”
Chris Hayward, Managing Director
NMBS

“When David
Wilson first spoke to me
about his idea of the Awards some
20+ years ago who knew it would have
grown to the scale it is today. The awards
rightly highlight the fantastic contribution
both individuals and businesses make to the art
of builders merchanting and I am honoured to
have been a supporter of it since its inception. The
Awards event itself is one of the highlights of the
year, a must attend event, bringing together our
great industry to celebrate these successes. To
be nominated for a Builders Merchant Award is
a great achievement but to win fantastic and
something many of our industry aspire to.”
Andy Williamson, Commercial Director
SIG UK
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